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INTRODUCTION
This Delivery Guide has been developed to provide practitioners with a variety of 
creative and practical ideas to support the delivery of this qualification. The Guide 
is a collection of lesson ideas with associated activities, which you may find helpful 
as you plan your lessons. 

OCR has collaborated with current practitioners to ensure that the ideas put forward in 
this Delivery Guide are practical, realistic and dynamic. The Guide is structured by learning 
outcome so you can see how each activity helps you cover the requirements of this unit. 

We appreciate that practitioners are knowledgeable in relation to what works for them 
and their learners. Therefore, the resources we have produced should not restrict or 
impact on practitioners’ creativity to deliver excellent learning opportunities. 

Whether you are an experienced practitioner or new to the sector, we hope you find 
something in this guide which will help you to deliver excellent learning opportunities. 

If you have any feedback on this Delivery Guide or suggestions for other resources you 
would like OCR to develop, please email resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk. 

Unit 18 Practical skills in sport and physical activities

LO1 Be able to apply skills, techniques and tactics in an individual sport 

LO2 Be able to apply skills, techniques and tactics in a team sport

LO3 Be able to apply skills and knowledge in outdoor and adventurous 
activities 

LO4 Be able to officiate in sport and physical activity 

Please note 
The activities suggested in this Delivery Guide MUST NOT be used for 
assessment purposes. The timings for the suggested activities in this Delivery 
Guide DO NOT relate to the Guided Learning Hours (GLHs) for each unit. 

Assessment guidance can be found within the Unit document available from  
www.ocr.org.uk. The latest version of this Delivery Guide can be downloaded from 
the OCR website.

UNIT AIM
Most people who work in sport and physical activity do so because they are passionate 
about their particular sport or activity, a passion that is usually borne out of participating 
themselves. An effective coach or leader is able to demonstrate skills accurately or offer 
detailed explanations of tactics and strategies because they have experienced them 
themselves through their own participation. Knowing the technical and tactical demands 
of a sport will also help to inform if it is appropriate for other individuals to participate in.

This unit gives you the opportunity to participate in a number of different sports and 
outdoor and adventurous activities which allows you to experience first-hand situations 
that participants you may later be coaching or leading will come across. In this unit you 
will learn how to apply skills, tactics, techniques and knowledge in individual sports, 
team sports and outdoor and adventurous activities which will allow you to participate 
effectively, safely and enjoyably.

2016 Suite
• New suite for first teaching September 2016
• Externally assessed content
• Eligible for Key Stage 5 performance points from 2018
• Designed to meet the DfE technical guidance

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGLISH AND 
MATHS SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND WORK 
EXPERIENCE
We believe that being able to make good progress in English and maths is essential to 
learners in both of these contexts and on a range of learning programmes. To help you 
enable your learners to progress in these subjects, we have signposted opportunities for 
English and maths skills practice within this resource. We have also identified any potential 
work experience opportunities within the activities. These suggestions are for guidance 
only. They are not designed to replace your own subject knowledge and expertise in 
deciding what is most appropriate for your learners.

 English    Maths   Work

APPROVED ACTIVITIES LIST
The full list of activities that can be taken within this unit can be found here: 

http://www.ocr.org.uk

These lists are full and final, and students must pick activities from these lists for inclusion 
within this unit.

mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
http://www.ocr.org.uk
mullec
Comment on Text
Add new web page link when known
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This unit (Unit 18) Title of suggested activity Other units/LOs

LO1 Skills, techniques and tactics in individual sports

Creativity and flair in individual sports

Tactics and strategies in individual sports

Decision-making in individual sports

Maintaining levels of performance in individual sports

Adapting performance in individual sports 

Unit 2 Sports coaching and activity 
leadership

LO3 Be able to use methods to improve skills, techniques and tactics in sport

LO2 Skills, techniques and tactics in team sports

Creativity and flair in team sports

Tactics and strategies in team sports

Decision-making in team sports

Maintaining levels of performance in team sports

Adapting performance in team sports 

Unit 2 Sports coaching and activity 
leadership

LO3 Be able to use methods to improve skills, techniques and tactics in sport

LO3 Emergency procedures for outdoor and adventurous 
activities

Unit 4 Working safely in sport, exercise, 
health and leisure

LO1 Understand emergency procedures in sport, exercise, health and leisure 
LO2 Understand health and safety requirements in sport, exercise, health and leisure
LO3 Understand how to minimise risk in sport, exercise, health and leisure
LO4 Know first aid requirements for sport, exercise, health and leisure 

Leadership and team working in outdoor and 
adventurous activities

Unit 2 Sports coaching and activity 
leadership

LO1 Know the roles and responsibilities of sports coaches and activity leaders
LO2 Understand principles which underpin coaching and leading

The Suggested Activities in this Delivery Guide listed below have also been related to other Cambridge Technicals in Sport and Physical Activity units/Learning Outcomes (LOs).  This could 
help with delivery planning and enable learners to cover multiple parts of units.

RELATED ACTIVITIES
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KEY TERMS
Explanations of the key terms used within this unit, in the context of this unit

Key term Explanation

Adaptability The ability or willingness to change tactics or style of play to suit the conditions, circumstances or type of opponent(s).

Adventurous Be willing to try new or challenging activities, which are often exciting and potentially dangerous.

Attack Attack in this context is to create play which attempts to lead to a score, or to make a sudden concentrated effort to move ahead in a race.

Carabiner A lightweight metal loop which has a spring-loaded gate to rapidly connect components such as ropes in rock climbing.

Counter-attack An attack which is made by an individual or team in response to an attacking move by their opponents, with the intention of either gaining lost ground or 
creating a score.

Creativity Creativity in the context of sport and adventurous activity is the ability to formulate and introduce new ideas and ways of performing or playing.

Decision-making Decision-making in a sporting or adventurous activity context is the selection of a course of action amongst a range of alternative possibilities, resulting in a 
final choice, such as the decision to play a particular shot in tennis or make a particular pass in football.

Defence A way of resisting the attack of another sports performer or team in an attempt to prevent them from scoring, or the positions of participant(s) to fend off 
the attacks of an opposing team.

Flair Flair in sport or adventurous activities is the natural ability to perform a skill or activity to a high standard.

Official Someone who has the authority to impose rules and regulations upon the participants of a particular sporting game or activity.

Orienteering Allowed within LO3 only.  A competitive sport that requires map reading skills, the use of a compass and cross-country running so that competitors can 
find their way around a defined course, the winner being the participant(s) who gets around the course in the shortest time.

Performance The way in which and how well a player(s) or participant(s) plays/carries out the sport or activity they are engaged in. Performance could be influenced by 
physiological, psychological and social factors.

Potholing Allowed within LO3 only.  An adventurous activity which requires climbing, walking and exploring underground cave areas.

Referee An official who ensures that the rules and regulations are applied in a sporting game or activity and that the players/participants abide by these rules and 
regulations.

Regulations Rules or laws which should be followed in a particular sporting game or adventurous activity.

Skill The ability of a player or participant to perform a sport or activity well; this is usually developed as a result of talent, training and practice.

Strategies A strategy in a sport or adventurous activity is a plan which utilises capabilities to gain a competitive advantage over other participants and teams.

Tactic A way in which a strategy or strategic plan can be practically implemented and carried out.

Technique A particular way of performing a certain skill in a sporting or adventurous activity.

Umpire A person who observes a sporting activity and ensures that the rules and regulations of the sport are adhered to during the game. Tennis and cricket are 
examples of sports which use an umpire.
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Some common misconceptions and guidance on how they could be overcome

What is the misconception? How can this be overcome? Resources which could help

The difference between strategies 
and tactics 

Learners may not appreciate the difference between strategies 
and tactics. Learners may very well think that the terms might be 
used interchangeably and not realise the relationship, or indeed 
the difference, between the two. This may be overcome by asking 
learners to research the term ‘strategy’ and the term ’tactics’ by 
referring to resources such as videos showing the use of tactics.

Learners could be asked to provide an example of a strategy and a 
tactic for a sport or activity of their choice. They could demonstrate 
this in a diagrammatical representation 

Business Strategy vs Sport Strategy – similar or different?
Sarah Fenwick
https://sarahfenwick.wordpress.com/2011/02/15/business-strategy-vs-
sport-strategy-%E2%80%93-similar-or-different/
A web page highlighting what sports strategy entails and how it compares 
to business strategy.

Finally, The Differences Between Strategy And Tactics Explained
Low Tech Combat
http://lowtechcombat.com/blog/2011/08/finally-differences-between-
strategy
A web page highlighting the difference between strategy and tactics in the 
context of ‘physical combat’.

Tennis – How To Improve Your Poaching In Doubles | Tom Avery Tennis 
Tennis Lessons Online with Tom Avery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8UO2gkTJBQ
A video demonstrating the importance of poaching shots in doubles tennis.

3 Best Doubles Tactics | Tennis Lessons
Howcast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_vDAL9n9yo
A video of the different shots and tactics used in doubles tennis.

Match – FA Skills – Play One-Twos Like Arsenal!
Match Magazine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMMs0nv4Qss
A video demonstration of how to play one-twos.

Wheelchair Basketball Dribbling Skills
Max Johnston
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt9457wngII
A video demonstrating various wheelchair basketball dribbling skills.

MISCONCEPTIONS

https://sarahfenwick.wordpress.com/2011/02/15/business-strategy-vs-sport-strategy-%E2%80%93-similar-or-different/
https://sarahfenwick.wordpress.com/2011/02/15/business-strategy-vs-sport-strategy-%E2%80%93-similar-or-different/
http://lowtechcombat.com/blog/2011/08/finally-differences-between-strategy
http://lowtechcombat.com/blog/2011/08/finally-differences-between-strategy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8UO2gkTJBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_vDAL9n9yo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMMs0nv4Qss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt9457wngII
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Some common misconceptions and guidance on how they could be overcome

What is the misconception? How can this be overcome? Resources which could help

Performance management is not 
really important

Learners may not appreciate the importance of performance 
management and adaptation. They may perceive skill and ability to 
be the only attributes required to be successful in a particular sport or 
activity. 

Learners could overcome this by creating a poster which illustrates 
how to undertake performance management and adaptation in a 
sport or activity of their choice.

Tennis Doubles Tactics – How To Counter Players That Lob
Paul Gold
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zi2qBaeny1Y
A video guide of how to adapt doubles play to counter a lob from 
opponents.

When to Poach – Doubles Tennis Lesson – Doubles Strategy Session
Essential Tennis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8qgSBqmnik
A video demonstration of how a doubles player should adapt their play to 
effectively ‘poach’ on court.

Nike Academy: Adapt your game
Nike Football
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-0lr1jkTb0
A video focusing on how players can adapt their play depending upon the 
style of play and system a team uses.

Five Minutes of Wheelchair Basketball: Defending
movinmavstv2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N6R2b2DkAo&index=11&list= 
PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
A video demonstration of how defending in wheelchair basketball can be 
adapted into attacking moves.

A lack of appreciation of team 
working and leadership in 
outdoor activities

Learners may not see how important leadership and team working 
are in outdoor, adventurous activities in comparison to more 
traditional sporting team activities. 

This may be overcome by asking learners to research the link 
between effective teamwork and leadership and successful outdoor 
activity experiences.

Learners could provide a short presentation on how outdoor activities 
help to generate team working and leadership qualities.

High Quality Outdoor Learning
English Outdoor Council
http://www.englishoutdoorcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2049-High-
quality-outdoor-learning-web-version.pdf
A guide highlighting the benefits of outdoor education for young people.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zi2qBaeny1Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8qgSBqmnik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-0lr1jkTb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N6R2b2DkAo&index=11&list= PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N6R2b2DkAo&index=11&list= PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
http://www.englishoutdoorcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2049-High-quality-outdoor-learning-web-version.pdf
http://www.englishoutdoorcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2049-High-quality-outdoor-learning-web-version.pdf
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Some common misconceptions and guidance on how they could be overcome

What is the misconception? How can this be overcome? Resources which could help

The range of communication 
methods used in sports 
officiating

Learners may not appreciate that communication in the 
context of sports rules and regulations entails more than just 
verbal communication. The broader range of communication 
methodologies is possibly an area learners are not fully aware of. 

This may be overcome by asking to learners to research other 
communication methodologies when officiating in sport and 
providing a list with supporting illustrations.

Communication and sports officials
Peter Simmons and Ian Cunningham
http://www.academia.edu/9229533/Communication_and_sport_officials
An academic paper focusing on the communication tool box officials 
require when officiating in sport.

Officiating Isn’t All Black and White
MomsTeam
http://www.momsteam.com/sports-officials-not-so-black-white-says-mom-
turned-basketball-referee
Characteristics required to make a good sports official.

Good Communication Between Basketball Officials and Coaches is Key
MomsTeam
http://www.momsteam.com/team-moms/coaches/communication-
between-coach-official-key-to-game-flow#ixzz3yXahJR3Q
Rules to help better communication.

Basketball Referee Instructional Video
Kree8ivsol
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXvco6Z_qto
An instructional video relating to basketball officiating and the 
communication utilised.

Identifying Best Practice for Referee Decision Communication in Association 
and Rugby Union Football
Mikel Mellick, Scott Fleming, Peter Bull and Esther Laugharne
http://library.la84.org/SportsLibrary/FootballStudies/2005/FS0801f.pdf
A paper which identifies seven referee interpersonal actions which 
demonstrate good communication practice.

http://www.academia.edu/9229533/Communication_and_sport_officials
http://www.momsteam.com/sports-officials-not-so-black-white-says-mom-turned-basketball-referee
http://www.momsteam.com/sports-officials-not-so-black-white-says-mom-turned-basketball-referee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXvco6Z_qto
http://library.la84.org/SportsLibrary/FootballStudies/2005/FS0801f.pdf
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Some common misconceptions and guidance on how they could be overcome

What is the misconception? How can this be overcome? Resources which could help

The crucial importance of 
positioning in officiating 

Learners may not appreciate how important the positioning of the 
official is in being able to make accurate decisions during a sporting 
activity. This may be overcome by watching the position of a referee 
in a sport of their choice.

Learners could illustrate some of the key positions of officials in a 
sport of their choice, depending upon the position of play.

Assistant Referee Positioning
AYSO Region 1031 Referee Channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LRYhZz-_M4
A video demonstrating the position of assistant referee in football.

Rugby Refereeing
SoCal Youth Rugby
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVcLbcMHxyY
A lengthy video demonstrating various positional requirements in rugby 
union.

Sports Officials and Officiating: Science and Practice
Claire MacMahon, Duncan Mascarenhas, Henning Plessner, Alexandra 
Pizzera, Raoul Oudejans and Markus Raab
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=GyWcBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA52&lpg= 
PA52&dq=positioning+of+sports+officials&source=bl&ots=dlrQIC5VGD&sig 
=_sXBzeOIdeLVFJ8JfIUjJLtiiK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved= 
0ahUKEwj94tLfwMzKAhVHVhQKHfhXC0UQ6AEILDAC#v=onepage&q 
=positioning%20of%20sports%20officials&f=false 
The influence of positioning on the perceptions and decision-making of 
officials.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LRYhZz-_M4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVcLbcMHxyY
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=GyWcBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA52&lpg= PA52&dq=positioning+of+sports+officials&source=bl&ots=dlrQIC5VGD&sig =_sXBzeOIdeLVFJ8JfIUjJLtiiK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved= 0ahUKEwj94tLfwMzKAhVHVhQKHfhXC0UQ6AEILDAC#v=onepage&q =positioning%20of%20sport
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=GyWcBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA52&lpg= PA52&dq=positioning+of+sports+officials&source=bl&ots=dlrQIC5VGD&sig =_sXBzeOIdeLVFJ8JfIUjJLtiiK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved= 0ahUKEwj94tLfwMzKAhVHVhQKHfhXC0UQ6AEILDAC#v=onepage&q =positioning%20of%20sport
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=GyWcBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA52&lpg= PA52&dq=positioning+of+sports+officials&source=bl&ots=dlrQIC5VGD&sig =_sXBzeOIdeLVFJ8JfIUjJLtiiK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved= 0ahUKEwj94tLfwMzKAhVHVhQKHfhXC0UQ6AEILDAC#v=onepage&q =positioning%20of%20sport
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=GyWcBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA52&lpg= PA52&dq=positioning+of+sports+officials&source=bl&ots=dlrQIC5VGD&sig =_sXBzeOIdeLVFJ8JfIUjJLtiiK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved= 0ahUKEwj94tLfwMzKAhVHVhQKHfhXC0UQ6AEILDAC#v=onepage&q =positioning%20of%20sport
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=GyWcBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA52&lpg= PA52&dq=positioning+of+sports+officials&source=bl&ots=dlrQIC5VGD&sig =_sXBzeOIdeLVFJ8JfIUjJLtiiK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved= 0ahUKEwj94tLfwMzKAhVHVhQKHfhXC0UQ6AEILDAC#v=onepage&q =positioning%20of%20sport
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 1

LO Title: Be able to apply skills, techniques and tactics in an individual sport

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Skills, techniques and tactics 
in individual sports

Tutors could ask learners to research the different skills, techniques and tactics for individual sports 
such as tennis, golf and boxing. Learners could then be asked to demonstrate a particular technique 
to the rest of the group based upon a particular scenario in their selected sport. Learners should be 
instructed to bear in mind the ability of the participant(s) and the ability levels of their opponent(s).

The following resources might be helpful in this task:

How to Master 3 Basic Tennis Strokes
ATGStores.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZSDIK23T7o
A video resource focusing on three basic tennis strokes.

Tennis Forehand- Basic Technique
intosport
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myavdY2X3qQ
A video providing instruction on how to hit a forehand stroke.

3 Drills To Improve Timing in Tennis
Feel Tennis Instruction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re6rDiYr1PQ
A video providing coaching on how to improve the timing of tennis strokes.

Fun Drills for Kids to Improve Golf Skills
MonkeySee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ERjCAqDV9s
A video demonstrating basic drills to improve the golf skills of children.

How to Play Golf - Learn basic Golf Techniques - Nicolas Brassart Fundamentals The set up
Besttechnologysource’s channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFyye0eworU
A video demonstrating the golf swing set up.

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZSDIK23T7o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myavdY2X3qQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re6rDiYr1PQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ERjCAqDV9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFyye0eworU
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Skills, techniques and 
tactics in individual sports 
(continued)

From Beginner to Winner Part 1
Firefly Entertainment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piX7C4ILpys
A video aimed at improving the technique of amateur golfers.

Boxing Techniques - Bobbing and Weaving
Fran Sands
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDbGS6PS5ho
A demonstration of bobbing and weaving.

Boxing Techniques - Slipping Punches with The Layback 
Fran Sands
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q46yCQhUrtA
A demonstration of how to use the layback to slip punches.

Boxing Tips : How to Punch a Boxing Bag
eHowSports
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqwLgSCHc7Q
A video instructing how to punch a punch bag with a variety of punches and foot movements.

Correct Rowing Technique
Concept2Australia’s channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQ82RYIFLN8
A video breaking down the rowing technique using a concept rowing machine.

How to Have Proper Rowing Technique
Livestrong.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVzsy29DVIE
A video covering the basics of a rowing technique.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piX7C4ILpys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDbGS6PS5ho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q46yCQhUrtA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqwLgSCHc7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQ82RYIFLN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVzsy29DVIE
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Creativity and flair in 
individual sports

Creativity and flair are often required in sport for participants to be successful. Tutors could ask 
learners in pairs to research examples of creativity and flair in an individual sport of their choice. These 
examples could then, where possible, be demonstrated to the rest of the group:

World’s Most Amazing Tennis Trick Shots
Trick Shot Tennis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtdjavOHUhE
A video showing a range of professional trick shots.

Gael Monfils: Tennis Trick Shot Master [Supercut Compilation]
RSVLTS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOlnL31GWsM
A video of Gael Monfils and his trick shot capabilities.

Bergdahl Golf Tips: Put creativity into your game
RedDeerAdvocate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLaejxlJTz8
A video of creativity around the green in golf.

Bergdahl Golf Tips: Chipping depends on creativity
RedDeerAdvocate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1VjpaiGiSg
A video focusing on golf chipping.

Boxing Tips : Punch Speed and Power Workouts
eHowSports
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8nIx4CELqk
A video providing a demonstration of how to effectively and creatively use speed and power in 
boxing.

3 Best Boxing Punch Combos
fightTIPS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-a0PGt-vo0
A video showing a range of creative punch combinations. 

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtdjavOHUhE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOlnL31GWsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLaejxlJTz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1VjpaiGiSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8nIx4CELqk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-a0PGt-vo0
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Tactics and strategies in 
individual sports

Tutors could ask learners to focus on a particular individual sport and research how to use strategies 
and tactics effectively and efficiently in that particular sport. Learners could then demonstrate some of 
these strategies and tactics to the rest of the group. 

The following resources may be helpful:

Tennis Tactics- Singles Strategy Guide
intosport
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsVpbXdsHZk
A video guide on tactics to adopt in a singles game.

On-Course Golf Playing Strategy
The Academy of Golf Dynamics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DChNZOYJKkk
A video with an emphasis on golf strategy.

Floyd Mayweather Jr – Jab Tactics
JT Van V
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwJlDxuzTMI
A video showing the tactics which can be used with the jab punch.

GBR rowing coach Juergen Grobler and elite rowers talk race strategy
WorldRowingFISA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1M-fw4ZX4bU
A video of elite coaches and rowers discussing their race tactics.

1.5 hours Unit 2 LO3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsVpbXdsHZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DChNZOYJKkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwJlDxuzTMI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1M-fw4ZX4bU
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Decision-making in 
individual sports

Tutors could ask learners to work in pairs to research some of the key decision-making which needs to 
take place in an individual sport of their choice. Each pair could then provide a demonstration of the 
key decisions for the tutor and the rest of the learner group. The tutor could compile a list of common 
decisions beforehand to help learners get started with this process.

The following resources might help with this task:

Tennis as an Open Skill Part 4: Decision Making (Intention)
acecoach.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Da1ddoc0gm0
A video focusing on tactical and technical decision-making in tennis.

How to Teach Tennis Decision-making to Beginners
Oncourt Offcourt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDQXI8WGqt0
A video of how to teach beginners effective decision-making in tennis.

Golf Tips – Better Decision Making
Altitude Sports
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Jx4nEA_G3o
A video explaining where to aim a golf approach shot.

How to make better decisions on the golf course to lower your scores
Golfshake.com 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EN0NooJhro
A video of how to use effective decision-making to save shots on the golf course.

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Da1ddoc0gm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDQXI8WGqt0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Jx4nEA_G3o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EN0NooJhro
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Maintaining levels of 
performance in individual 
sports

Tutors could ask learners to work in small groups to research how sports performers participating in a 
particular sport are able to manage and maintain their level of performance in relation to areas such 
as conserving energy. These methods may then be shared in a class discussion with the tutor collating 
the techniques identified in the selected sports.

The following resources might be useful:

Nutrition For Performance Tennis
IFT Tennis
http://en.coaching.itftennis.com/media/108078/108078.pdf
An article explaining how nutrition can aid performance in tennis.

Tennis Players and Peak Performance
Competitive Advantage
https://www.competitivedge.com/catalog/tennis
An article explaining how mental toughness can help with performance.

Nutrition: A Golfer’s Competitive Edge?
KC Craichy
http://www.mytpi.com/articles/health/nutrition_a_golfer’s_competitive_edge
An article explaining how nutrition can aid performance in golf.

Golfing Stretches
Stretching Exercises Guide
http://www.stretching-exercises-guide.com/golfing-stretches.html
An article on the importance of stretching to help maintain and develop golfing performance.

How to Stop Wasting Energy 
Expert Boxing
http://www.expertboxing.com/boxing-techniques/body-movement/how-to-stop-wasting-energy
An article providing an insight on how to conserve energy when boxing.

Learning when to conserve energy in Boxing
Boxing Fitness Factory
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3m_oUHTifg
A very brief verbal overview on the importance of conserving energy. 

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

http://en.coaching.itftennis.com/media/108078/108078.pdf
https://www.competitivedge.com/catalog/tennis
http://www.mytpi.com/articles/health/nutrition_a_golfer's_competitive_edge
http://www.stretching-exercises-guide.com/golfing-stretches.html
http://www.expertboxing.com/boxing-techniques/body-movement/how-to-stop-wasting-energy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3m_oUHTifg
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Maintaining levels of 
performance in individual 
sports (continued)

Feature: Using nutrition to power your rowing
World Rowing
http://www.worldrowing.com/news/feature-using-nutrition-to-power-your-rowing
An article on the use of appropriate nutrition to enhance rowing performance.

Rowing Fitness
Topend Sports
http://www.topendsports.com/sport/rowing/fitness.htm 
An article on how the development of appropriate fitness can help maintain rowing performance in a 
race.

Adapting performance in 
individual sports 

Tutors could get learners to focus on an individual sport of their choice and review the adaptations 
participants might need to make during their performance. These adaptations could then be fed back 
to the rest of the group via a verbal presentation.

The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

Tennis Tactics – Singles Strategy Guide
intosport
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsVpbXdsHZk
A video on the different tactics depending upon aspect of the game being played.

Golf Tips tv: Improve Your Course Strategy (Luis Oosthuizen)
iGolftv - Golf Tips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wlQmsjpagQ
A video about how to positively change course strategy.

How To Attack And Breakaway Like A Pro – Road Cycling
Global Cycling Network
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BorGDpS8qLQ
A video explaining how tactics can be used to make a cycling breakaway.

1.5 hours Unit 2 LO3

http://www.worldrowing.com/news/feature-using-nutrition-to-power-your-rowing
http://www.topendsports.com/sport/rowing/fitness.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsVpbXdsHZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wlQmsjpagQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BorGDpS8qLQ
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 2

LO Title: Be able to  apply skills, techniques and tactics in a team sport

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Skills, techniques and tactics 
in team sports

Tutors could ask learners to research the different skills, techniques and tactics for team sports such 
as doubles tennis, rounders, football and wheelchair basketball. Learners could then be asked to 
demonstrate a particular technique to the rest of the group based upon a particular scenario in their 
selected sport. Learners should be instructed to bear in mind the ability of the participants and the 
ability levels of their opponents. The following resources might be helpful in this task:

Tennis – How To Improve Your Poaching In Doubles 
Tennis Lessons Online with Tom Avery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8UO2gkTJBQ
A video demonstrating the importance of poaching shots in doubles tennis.

3 Best Doubles Tactics | Tennis Lessons
Howcast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_vDAL9n9yo
A video of the different shots and tactics used in doubles tennis.

Match – FA Skills – Shield The Ball Like Essien!
Match Magazine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiPGrHpWmkY
An FA Tesco Skills demonstration of how to shield the ball from an opponent.

Match – FA Skills – Play One-Twos Like Arsenal!
Match Magazine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMMs0nv4Qss
A video demonstration of how to play one-twos.

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

Skills, techniques and tactics 
in team sports (continued)

Wheelchair Basketball Dribbling Skills
Max Johnston
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt9457wngII
A video demonstrating various wheelchair basketball dribbling skills.

Wheelchair Basketball Passing Skills
Max Johnston
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8WyIw-VHuk
A video demonstrating various wheelchair basketball passing skills. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8UO2gkTJBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_vDAL9n9yo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiPGrHpWmkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMMs0nv4Qss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt9457wngII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8WyIw-VHuk
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Creativity and flair in team 
sports

Creativity and flair are often required in team sports for teams to be successful. Tutors could ask 
learners in small groups to research examples of creativity and flair in a team sport of their choice. 
These examples could then, where possible, be demonstrated to the rest of the group:

Louis Cayer – Doubles Tennis Tactics –1 Of 3
brad0gilbert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bf9ioqjGkXU
Shows creative drills and real match examples of high quality doubles play.

ATP Tennis – Top 10 Most Epic Doubles Points EVER (HD)
TennisTop10’s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLiLKmCxm-s
A selection of doubles points with a variety of creative shots.

How To Shoot like Ronaldinho – Curve Free Kick Tutorial
freekickerz.tv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MhW7Ah8ts0
A video demonstration of how to curl a free kick in football.

Match Magazine – FA Skills – How To Do The Chopsticks!
Match Magazine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2w8NlVKlNY
A video demonstration of how to do the chopsticks

How To Play Wheelchair Basketball – Team GB’s Harry Brown
Lottery Good Causes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuqrWgBG2Gc&list=PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
A video demonstrating some trick shots in wheelchair basketball.

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bf9ioqjGkXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLiLKmCxm-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MhW7Ah8ts0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2w8NlVKlNY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuqrWgBG2Gc&list=PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
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Tactics and strategies in team 
sports

Tutors could ask learners to work in small groups to research a selected team sport and make 
recommendations about how to use tactics and strategies effectively and efficiently in that particular 
sport. Learner could then demonstrate some of their recommendations to the rest of the group with a 
short series of practical scenarios. The following resources may be helpful:

3 Best Doubles Tactics | Tennis Lessons
Howcast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_vDAL9n9yo
A series of coaching instructions regarding effective tactics in doubles tennis.

Tennis Tactics- Doubles Strategy Guide
intosport 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0wjV3YaPcw
A video demonstrating a number of doubles tennis tactics.

Alison Leslie and Liz Cummins (1999) Rounders (The Skills of the Game). The Crowood Press
A book focusing on the skills required to play rounders.

Football Tactics Using the Channels | AllTactics
AllAttack
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NncEwM2ssfk
A video resource demonstrating how to use ‘channels’ in football.

How To Defend In Soccer – Soccer Defending Skills, Tactics, and Techniques
ProgressiveSoccer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCutg3TM92w
A video resource demonstrating a range of defensive tactics in football.

Offense
NWBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWY5G-VTE74
A video demonstrating various attacking plays for wheelchair basketball.

1.5 hours Unit 2 LO3

Tactics and strategies in team 
sports (continued)

Wheelchair Basketball : Wheelchair Basketball: Defensive Tactics
expertvillage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf7NMSwFvw0
A short video demonstrating defensive tactics in wheelchair basketball.

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_vDAL9n9yo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0wjV3YaPcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NncEwM2ssfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCutg3TM92w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWY5G-VTE74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf7NMSwFvw0
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Decision-making in team 
sports

Tutors could ask learners to work in pairs to research some of the key decision-making which needs 
to take place in a team sport of their choice. Each pair could then provide a demonstration of the key 
decisions for the tutor and the rest of the learner group. The tutor could compile a list of common 
decisions beforehand to help learners get started with this process. The following resources might 
help with this task:

Tennis Doubles Strategy – What’s The Right Shot? #42
Brent Abel’s Web Tennis.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRBVcRmw-q4
A video showing the decision to be made after making a serve in a doubles game.

Pickleball Strategies – When to Move Forward in Doubles and When to Stay Back
Third Shot Sports
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuvYdhpaRzQ
A video explaining when to move forward and back on the court in a doubles game.

Soccer Player Decision Making Challenge!
Marcus DiBernardo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5n7V6RLgO0
A video showing the decisions a player in certain position(s) should make.

Free Football Tips – 8 Free Football Tips On How To Stay Calm Under Pressure
ProgressiveSoccer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaQBHW6nNdI
A video about the decisions players should be thinking about making in a variety of football situations.

Offense
NWBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWY5G-VTE74
A video demonstrating various attacking plays for wheelchair basketball.

Wheelchair Basketball : Wheelchair Basketball: Defensive Tactics
expertvillage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf7NMSwFvw0
A short video demonstrating defensive tactics in wheelchair basketball.

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRBVcRmw-q4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuvYdhpaRzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5n7V6RLgO0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaQBHW6nNdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWY5G-VTE74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf7NMSwFvw0
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Maintaining levels of 
performance in team sports

Tutors could ask learners to work in pairs and for each member of the pair to select a different position 
or role within the same team game. Learners could then research how this role/position contributes 
to the performance of the team. Each pair could present/demonstrate an overview of these positions/
roles to the rest of the group

228 Roles and Responsibilities of Doubles On Court
tennissmithschool
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEiJ-tH1CB8
A video demonstrating the various positions in doubles tennis.

Tennis Doubles Strategy : Net Position in Doubles Tennis
expertvillage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfCxuFWgudU
A video explanation/demonstration of the importance of the net player role in doubles tennis.

Football Manager Player Roles BALL WINNING MIDFIELDER
Football Manager Youth Development
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0lgUelgPx0
A video/narrative of the role of the ball winning midfielder.

How to Understand Soccer Positions | Soccer Skills
Howcast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXJLWimxP-s
A video overview of the different positions within a football team.

Wheelchair Basketball : Wheelchair Basketball: Offensive Tactics
expertvillage 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vC_5q-0Ui_4
A description of some common offensive techniques in wheelchair basketball.

Wheelchair Basketball : Wheelchair Basketball: Defensive Tactics
expertvillage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf7NMSwFvw0
A short video demonstrating defensive tactics in wheelchair basketball.

Wheelchair Basketball : Wheelchair Basketball: Shooting From a Wheelchair
expertvillage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er4HceRelb4&list=PL382507AD430C6EDE&index=13
A video demonstration of the shooting role in wheelchair basketball.

1 hour Unit 2 LO3

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEiJ-tH1CB8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfCxuFWgudU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0lgUelgPx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXJLWimxP-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vC_5q-0Ui_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf7NMSwFvw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er4HceRelb4&list=PL382507AD430C6EDE&index=13
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Adapting performance in 
team sports 

Tutors could get learners to focus on a team sport of their choice and review the adaptations 
participants might need to make during their performance. These adaptations could then be fed back 
to the rest of the group via a short written presentation. 

The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

Tennis Doubles Tactics – How To Counter Players That Lob
Paul Gold
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zi2qBaeny1Y
A video guide of how to adapt doubles play to counter a lob from opponents.

When to Poach – Doubles Tennis Lesson – Doubles Strategy Session
Essential Tennis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8qgSBqmnik
A video demonstration of how a doubles player should adapt their play to effectively ‘poach’ on court.

Nike Academy: Adapt your game
Nike Football
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-0lr1jkTb0
A video focusing on how players can adapt their play depending upon the style of play and system a 
team uses.

Five Minutes of Wheelchair Basketball: Defending
movinmavstv2
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5N6R2b2DkAo&index=11&list=PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
A video demonstration of how defending in wheelchair basketball can be adapted into attacking 
moves.

1.5 hours Unit 2 LO3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zi2qBaeny1Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8qgSBqmnik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-0lr1jkTb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N6R2b2DkAo&index=11&list=PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N6R2b2DkAo&index=11&list=PLyJ5GuTRkA7hJa6ISW4H4cFUS18LAvW50
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 3

LO Title: Be able to apply skills and knowledge in outdoor and adventurous activities

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Outdoor and adventurous 
activities

Tutors could ask learners in pairs or small groups to research a particular outdoor activity and feed 
back to the rest of the group an overview of that sport using notes and images.

The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

Welcome to British Orienteering
British Orienteering
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
A website dedicated to orienteering and orienteering events.

Pot holing and Caving in the Peak District
Peak District Information
http://www.peakdistrictinformation.com/outdoors/potholing.php
An overview of potholing in the context of the Peak District.

Welcome to British Canoeing
British Canoeing
https://www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/
An overview of the sport of canoeing in the UK.

History of Snowboarding
BulgariaSki
http://www.bulgariaski.com/snowboarding.shtml
A history of snowboarding.

Health benefits of rock climbing
NHS Choices
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/fitness/Pages/rock-climbing-health-benefits.aspx
An NHS web page focusing on the benefits of rock climbing.

30 mins

https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
http://www.peakdistrictinformation.com/outdoors/potholing.php
https://www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/
http://www.bulgariaski.com/snowboarding.shtml
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/fitness/Pages/rock-climbing-health-benefits.aspx
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Health and safety in outdoor 
and adventurous activities

Tutors could ask learners to select an outdoor/adventurous activity of their choice and in small groups 
research the health and safety requirements of that activity.

The research findings could be practically demonstrated to the rest of the group  with the tutor 
compiling a comprehensive list of safety considerations for outdoor/adventure activities.
 
The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

Orienteering – health and safety guidance
Education Scotland
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/learningandteaching/approaches/outdoorlearning/
healthandsafety/guides/activityguidance/orienteering.asp
A web page providing a range of health and safety guidelines for orienteering.

Caving Safety
Caving Intro
http://cavingintro.net/safetyrescue.html
An introduction to the safety requirements when participating in caving.

Safe Canoeing
British Canoeing
https://www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/about-canoeing/safety-guidance/safe-canoeing/
A web page highlighting the safety considerations when canoeing.

Safety Tips: Snowboarding
KidsHealth
http://kidshealth.org/en/teens/safety-snowboarding.html
A web page highlighting the safety requirements of snowboarding.

Rock climbing – health and safety guidance
Education Scotland
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/learningandteaching/approaches/outdoorlearning/
healthandsafety/guides/activityguidance/rockclimbing.asp
An Education Scotland guide to health and safety required for rock climbing.

1 hour

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/learningandteaching/approaches/outdoorlearning/healthandsafety/guides/activityguidance/orienteering.asp
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/learningandteaching/approaches/outdoorlearning/healthandsafety/guides/activityguidance/orienteering.asp
http://cavingintro.net/safetyrescue.html
https://www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/about-canoeing/safety-guidance/safe-canoeing/
http://kidshealth.org/en/teens/safety-snowboarding.html
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/learningandteaching/approaches/outdoorlearning/healthandsafety/guides/activityguidance/rockclimbing.asp
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/learningandteaching/approaches/outdoorlearning/healthandsafety/guides/activityguidance/rockclimbing.asp
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Communication skills in 
outdoor and adventurous 
activities

Tutors could ask learners to work in small groups to research the communication skills required in an 
outdoor/adventure activity of their choice.

Learners could then be asked to demonstrate how to use these communication skills if they were 
participating in the activity of their choice.

The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

Technical Skills for Proficient Cavers 
CSCA
http://www.aditnow.co.uk/documents/personal-album-4/Caving-skills.pdf 
A comprehensive document providing a range of information on caving, including specific 
communication ‘phrases’.

How to Use Climbing Commands
about sports
http://climbing.about.com/od/cliimbingtechniques/a/VoiceCommands.htm
A website outlining some of the key communication commands for rock climbing.

Signaling Devices to Carry While Canoeing and Kayaking
PaddlingLight
http://www.paddlinglight.com/articles/signaling-devices-to-carry-while-canoeing-and-kayaking/
A website providing examples of the different ways to communicate when canoeing.

1 hour

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

http://www.aditnow.co.uk/documents/personal-album-4/Caving-skills.pdf
http://climbing.about.com/od/cliimbingtechniques/a/VoiceCommands.htm
http://www.paddlinglight.com/articles/signaling-devices-to-carry-while-canoeing-and-kayaking/
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Equipment requirements for 
outdoor and adventurous 
activities

Tutors could ask learners to work in pairs and ask them to plan an outdoor activity/adventurous 
activity trip of their choice, with the emphasis on planning the equipment they will need for this trip.

Learners can then demonstrate to the rest of the group how the equipment they have identified 
operates, clearly showing why the equipment is vital to be able to participate in the selected activity.

The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

Orienteering Equipment 
Topend Sports
http://www.topendsports.com/sport/orienteering/equipment.htm
An overview of the equipment required to participate in orienteering.
 
Caving & Potholing
SafeSport
http://www.safesport.co.uk/cavingandpotholing.html
A website which provides information on the equipment required for potholing, as well as safety 
requirements. 

Equipment for beginners
Ski Club of Great Britain
http://www.skiclub.co.uk/skiclub/infoandadvice/article.aspx?articleID=194#.V9mUoCMrJZE
A web page covering the basic equipment requirements to ski and snowboard.

Rock Climbing Basics: Equipment
Rock + Run
http://www.rockrun.com/wp/rock-climbing-basics-equipment/
A web page giving some detailed information on the various introductory pieces of equipment 
required to participate in rock climbing. 

1 hour

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

http://www.topendsports.com/sport/orienteering/equipment.htm
http://www.safesport.co.uk/cavingandpotholing.html
http://www.skiclub.co.uk/skiclub/infoandadvice/article.aspx?articleID=194#.V9mUoCMrJZE
http://www.rockrun.com/wp/rock-climbing-basics-equipment/
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Emergency procedures for 
outdoor and adventurous 
activities

Tutors could ask learners to identify the emergency procedures that need to be followed in an 
outdoor activity/adventurous activity of their choice, should an emergency arise.

Learners could compile a list of priorities and simulate how they would react to an emergency 
situation.

The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

A Missing Competitor – Emergency Safety Procedures
British Orienteering
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/images/uploaded/downloads/organisers_missing_
competitor_procedures.pdf
A procedural document detailing what to do if an orienteering competitor goes missing.

Calling out cave rescue
Caving UK
http://www.cavinguk.co.uk/info/rescue.html
A web page detailing what action to take in the event of a caving emergency.

Emergency Procedures
Friends of Allonby Canoe Club
http://www.friendsofallonby.org.uk/the-club/emergency-procedures
A guide to what to do in a canoeing emergency, produced by a BCU affiliated canoe club.

Accidents and First Aid
Iglu Ski
http://www.igluski.com/ski-tips/hazards
A web page detailing how to respond to a skiing/snowboarding accident.

Emergency Procedures for Rock Climbing
eHow UK
http://www.ehow.co.uk/list_7229728_emergency-procedures-rock-climbing.html
A web page providing an insight into how to deal with a rock climbing emergency.

1 hour Unit 4 LO1, LO2, LO3, LO4 

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/images/uploaded/downloads/organisers_missing_competitor_procedures.pdf
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/images/uploaded/downloads/organisers_missing_competitor_procedures.pdf
http://www.cavinguk.co.uk/info/rescue.html
http://www.friendsofallonby.org.uk/the-club/emergency-procedures
http://www.igluski.com/ski-tips/hazards
http://www.ehow.co.uk/list_7229728_emergency-procedures-rock-climbing.html
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Leadership and team 
working in outdoor and 
adventurous activities

Tutors could ask learners to focus on an outdoor activity of their choice and devise a plan of activities 
which is likely to generate a) leadership requirements and b) teamwork requirements. Learners could 
then show how their plan would work in practice via a practical demonstration of their ability to lead 
and promote teamwork in a selected activity from their plan.

The following resources might be a helpful starting point:

Orienteering: A Team-Development Simulation
Center for Management & Organization Effectiveness
https://cmoe.com/products-and-services/orienteering-a-team-development-simulation/
A commercial website which promotes the team working and leadership benefits which can be 
generated through orienteering.

Astronauts go potholing to train for space
New Atlas
http://newatlas.com/esa-potholing/23904/
A short web page highlighting how astronauts use potholing to develop team working.

Lessons in Leadership, Trust, and Teamwork from Youth Canoeing
about sports
http://paddling.about.com/od/paddling101/fl/Lessons-in-Leadership-Trust-and-Teamwork-from-
Youth-Canoeing.htm
A web page detailing some activities which could be used in a canoeing context to develop 
leadership and teamwork.

1.5 hours Unit 2 LO1, LO2 

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

https://cmoe.com/products-and-services/orienteering-a-team-development-simulation/
http://newatlas.com/esa-potholing/23904/
http://paddling.about.com/od/paddling101/fl/Lessons-in-Leadership-Trust-and-Teamwork-from-Youth-Canoeing.htm
http://paddling.about.com/od/paddling101/fl/Lessons-in-Leadership-Trust-and-Teamwork-from-Youth-Canoeing.htm
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 4

LO Title: Be able to officiate in sport and physical activity

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Officials – the different roles 
they play

Tutors could introduce the term ‘officials’ and provide a discrete example, such as a referee in football. 
Learners could then be asked to think about additional examples of ‘officials’ in other sports. They 
could be asked to list various sports and the roles officials play in the selected sports. To do this, 
learners can be split into pairs or small groups and asked to list the different sports/roles of the officials 
concerned. The findings of each group may then be fed back to the rest of the group.

The following resources might be helpful in researching the different roles:

The role of the officials 
BBC Sport
http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/rules_and_equipment/4188156.stm
An overview of the role of officials in football.

Umpires, Referees, and Other Sports Officials Job Description 
GadBall
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LC4xKil_MmA
A video providing an insight into the role of officials.

30 minutes

Officials and their 
responsibilities

Tutors could ask learners to select one of the officials associated with a particular sport from the 
previous suggested activity and get them to identify the different responsibilities the official has to 
undertake as part of their role. To do this, learners can then be split into pairs or small groups and 
asked to list the different responsibilities of the official they have selected. The findings of each group 
may then be fed back to the rest of the group.

The following resources might be helpful in researching the different responsibilities:

Umpires, Referees, and Other Sports Officials Job Description 
GadBall
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LC4xKil_MmA
A video providing an insight into the responsibilities of officials. 

Officials and sports leaders
BBC Bitesize
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/pe/analysis/0_analysis_officials_rev1.shtml
A short description of what officials and umpires do.

30 minutes

http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/rules_and_equipment/4188156.stm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LC4xKil_MmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LC4xKil_MmA
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/pe/analysis/0_analysis_officials_rev1.shtml
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Sport and physical activity – 
the application of rules and 
regulations

In preparation for a practical activity, tutors could ask learners to assume the role of an official of their 
choice and think about how they would apply the rules and regulations as an official of their selected 
sport. (Note: the selected official should be in a sport which can be practically demonstrated in a 
subsequent task.)

Learners should then be asked to feed back their main points to the tutor. The tutor should capture 
this information to develop a comprehensive set of criteria which learners can then utilise to help 
them perform successfully in a subsequent practical activity. 

These resources might be helpful in understanding how to apply rules and regulations to the selected 
sport:

The Importance of Rules in Sports
Livestrong.com
http://www.livestrong.com/article/485675-the-importance-of-rules-in-sports/
An overview of the importance of rules in sport.

Rules and Regulations
British Universities & Colleges Sport
http://bucs.org.uk/page.asp?section=17310&sectionTitle=Sport+Specific+Regulations
An overview of the rules and regulations of a range of different sports.

Rules and Regulations
BBC
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/sport/fair/fairplay.shtml
Rules and regulations in the context of fair play.

1 hour

http://www.livestrong.com/article/485675-the-importance-of-rules-in-sports/
http://bucs.org.uk/page.asp?section=17310&sectionTitle=Sport+Specific+Regulations
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/sport/fair/fairplay.shtml
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Officials – effective 
communication

Tutors could ask learners to think about how they would communicate aspects of the rules and 
regulations in different sports. Using rugby as an example, the tutor could use selected arm signals 
such as the signal for the award of a penalty or a scrum. This is with the intention of demonstrating 
the broader range of communication methodologies required, beyond just verbal communication.

Learners could then be asked to identify and list the different signs, signals and verbal terminology 
required for a sport of their choice. As with the previous suggested activity, learners should select a 
sport which will allow them to practically demonstrate the identified communication methods in a 
subsequent task.  

Learners should then be asked to feed back their main points to the tutor. The tutor should capture 
this information to develop a comprehensive set of communication criteria which learners can then 
utilise to help them perform successfully in a subsequent practical activity.

The following resources might be helpful in understanding how to apply communication methods for 
rules and regulations to the selected sport:

Officiating Isn’t All Black and White
MomsTeam
http://www.momsteam.com/sports-officials-not-so-black-white-says-mom-turned-basketball-referee
Characteristics required to make a good sports official.

Good Communication Between Basketball Officials and Coaches is Key
MomsTeam
http://www.momsteam.com/team-moms/coaches/communication-between-coach-official-key-to-
game-flow#ixzz3yXahJR3Q
Rules to help better communication.

Identifying Best Practice for Referee Decision Communication in Association and Rugby Union 
Football
Mikel Mellick, Scott Fleming, Peter Bull and Esther Laugharne
http://library.la84.org/SportsLibrary/FootballStudies/2005/FS0801f.pdf
A paper which identifies seven referee interpersonal actions which demonstrate good 
communication practice.

1 hour

http://www.momsteam.com/sports-officials-not-so-black-white-says-mom-turned-basketball-referee
http://library.la84.org/SportsLibrary/FootballStudies/2005/FS0801f.pdf
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Officials – effective 
positioning 

Tutors could ask learners to think about how they would position themselves when officiating in 
different sports. Using netball as an example, the tutor could use selected examples of where to 
position themselves depending upon the location of play on court. 

Learners could then be asked to identify and list the optimum positions for officials in relation to the 
sport of their choice. They should select a sport which will allow them to practically demonstrate the 
identified positioning of officials in a subsequent task.  

Learners should then be asked to feed back their main points to the tutor. The tutor should capture 
this information to develop a comprehensive set of positioning criteria which learners can then utilise 
to help them perform successfully in a subsequent practical activity.

The following resource might be helpful in understanding how sports officials should position 
themselves:

Sports Officials and Officiating: Science and Practice
Claire MacMahon, Duncan Mascarenhas, Henning Plessner, Alexandra Pizzera, Raoul Oudejans and 
Markus Raab
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=GyWcBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA52&lpg=PA52&dq=positioning+of+ 
sports+officials&source=bl&ots=dlrQIC5VGD&sig=_sXBzeOIdeLVFJ8JfIUjJLtiiK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved 
=0ahUKEwj94tLfwMzKAhVHVhQKHfhXC0UQ6AEILDAC#v=onepage&q=positioning%20of% 
20sports%20officials&f=false
The influence of positioning on the perceptions and decision-making of officials.

1 hour

Practical application of rules 
and regulations in a selected 
sport/physical activity

Tutors could ask learners to prepare to participate as an official in the sport they selected as the focus 
for previous activities.

The officiating activity should last for 10–15 minutes (depending upon the size of the learner group) 
and focus upon the following:
• Application of the rules and regulations of the sport in a confident, accurate, consistent fashion, 

clearly demonstrating a sound understanding of how to officiate the sport/activity
• Demonstration of a range of communication methods during interactions with the participants
• Demonstration of appropriate positioning so that accurate and consistent decisions can be made.

The tutor could record the outcomes of this practical activity in a video/witness statement format.

2–3 hours 
(depending upon 
learner numbers)
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